
Session One
HOW TO USE LECTURE NOTES WISELY

Copy, copy, copy - more copying - copy, copy, copy. Your lecture notes will sometimes appear as a 
huge mass of words, a John Little bargain bin, a food plate at one of those ‘spicy steamboat’ eateries. 
Students who perform poorly for Lit often do so because they are ‘lost’; they don’t know how to process 
and present the information given to them.

Sample from Mr. Kang’s Week 3 lecture

Key issues in Top Girls: modern living, money, language and class children and parenting, marriage 
and family, women and work

Angie: the diminutive form of her name, Angie (Angela) defining her class. Hopeless at school, lazy 
and disturbed. The play exposes how divisive the system is, by taking into account the situation of the 
helpless. Girls like Angie who are incapable of entering the competition for top jobs because of poor, 
social, working class backgrounds, while the successful look after themselves.

Angie reacts and revolts against her environment. Intelligent in some ways (though not 
academically); ‘Now I’m a cannibal’ (p36). Joyce says, ‘She’s clever in her own way.’ She registers as 
being very moody and unhappy; full of anger and frustration. No real ambition, as against her friend, 
Kit. Uses foul language and projects a very negative outlook on life: ‘I don’t care anyway’. Angie is 
presented with few real options or prospects.

Angie, ‘I’ve no money’; the struggles and pressures of working class life. Rows, quarrels, bickering. 
Consequence of unsupervised youth; bored and misguided. Dialogue on trivia, violence and sex. 
Angie is very quick to anger and uses physical as well as verbal violence. Angie twists Kit’s arm... - 
suggests continuity of the way women are treated in society.

Question
Discuss the role and significance of Angie in Top Girls. 

WHAT - Angie’s role in the play

HOW - The dramatic methods and features

WHY - The concerns and issues being addressed by the above features
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